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A deltahedron is defined as an ordered triple (V, E, 7’) of sets whose members are called 
vertices, edges and triangles respectively, and which obeys certain axioms based on the 
properties of geometrical polyhedra all of whose faces are triangles. 
An operation of adding an extra vertex is defined and it is shown that not every deltahedron 
can be obtained from a tetrahedron by a sequence of such additions 
Operations of transferring certain vertices frorl one pati of the ,!,ltahedmn to ano*her, and 
of replacing one edge by another arc described and it is shown that any dcltahedron can be 
transformed into zny other on the same number of vertices by a sequence of such operations. 
Reference is made to the plant layout problem, the investigation uf which led to these results. 
The results announced in this papeT were derived in the course of an investiga- 
tion into the layout problem (Foulds and Robinsor [2]). This problem is con- 
cerned with the layout of facilities on a factory floo., or the relative position of 
buildings on an extensive site, or other situations where facilities are to be located 
in a simply connected plane region. In this paper the regions are of arbitrary 
shape, not necessarily rectangles as is commonly assumed in the plant layout 
problem. For other accounts of this problem the reader is referred to Moore [S;], 
Seppanen and Moore [6,7] and Whitehead and Eldars [$I. 
The version of the layout problem irlvestigated in [2] is concerned only with the 
topological aspects, determining: only which facilities are to be adjacent to each 
other or to the outer boundary of the region. Each layout L Grst represented by 
drawing a simple closed curve foa the outer boundary and partitioning the interior 
into simpdy connected subregions corresponding to the facilities. The part of the 
plane outside the curve is then considered as the subregion corresponding to an 
“exterior facility” and in the analysis is treated no differently from the other 
subregions. 
It is in practice more convenient o work with the dual graph of the subregions 
diagram. This graph is formed by taking one vertex for each facility including the 
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exterior facility. Two vertices are joined by an edge if the corresponding subreg- 
ions have a portion of boundary in common. We consider only those layouts in 
which no more than three subregions meet at a point. Thus two subregions which 
meet alt all, meet in a line segment. This dual graph is necessarily planar. Indeed 
as all .faces of the map it defines are triangles, it is a maxhal planar graph. A 
layout and the corresponding dual graph are shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. A layout and the corresponding dual graph. 
For combinatorial purposes it proved useful to list not only the vertices and 
edges of the dual graph but also the triangles. Among these is the exterior face of 
the dual graph, one of whose vertices corresponds to the exterior facility. In the 
computations in [2] this vertex and triangle were treated in the same way as the 
other vertices and ,:riangles. The situation therefore more closely resembles a 
polyhedron all of whose faces are triangles. Such a polyhedron has been called a 
deltukdron by, for instance Cundy and Rollett [l]. How a solution to a layout 
problem can be modelled by a deltahedron is also explained in [6]. 
In this paper we approach deltahedra from a combinatorial viewpoint, treating 
a deltahedron as an ordered triple (V, E, ‘I’) of vertices, edges and triangles 
satisfying certain axioms nrodelled on the properties of geometric polyhedra. 
This combinatorial appralach is appropriate because the algorithms which carry 
out the operations work entirely in terms of sets of vertices and values associated 
with those sets. 
The direction of our investigations in this paper was determined by the needs of 
the layout heuristics paper, and may be dttscribed generally as being concerned 
with the problems of constructing one deltahedron from another. There are two 
approaches here. First, we build up a deltahedron from an initial tetrahedron by, 
in effect, joining on a sequence of tetrahedra, one triangle of the deltahedron 
being united with one triaqgle of the tetrahedron. We show that not all deltahedra 
can be constructed in rhis way. Secondly we consider ways in which one deltahed- 
ron can be obtained from another on the same vertex set by an operation 
involving replacing one edge and its incident triangles by another edge and new 
triangles. We prove as our ymajor esult, Theorem 11, that any deltahedron can be 
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transformed into any other on the same vertices by a sequence of these opera- 
tions. For the sake of tidiness we conclude by establishing that the Euler-Pot&are 
characteristic of any deltahedron is 2. 
Deltahedra 
Our first aim in this section is to give a set of purely combinatorial axioms 
embodying the essential features of a geometric polyhedron or plane map. For 
convenience we use the concepts of graph theory. We are also influenced by the 
concept of a triangulated surface, as for instance in Giblin [3]. 
A graph, G = (V, E), is finite non-empty set V, whose members are called 
vertices, together with a set B of unordered pairs (u, U) of members of V. The 
members of E are called edges. 
A graph (V, E) is connected if for any two distinct vertices w, 2, it is possible to 
find subsets W, F of V, E respectively such that for suitable labelling of W, 
A simple closed polygon P in a graph (V, E) is defined by two subsets W, F of v 
and E respectively, of the forms 
W=(w1,w2,..., wk}, (k distinct vertices, k b 3), 
F= {{WI, w& 1~29 WA, . . ., h--l, WA bvv w,R 
To the concept a4 a graph we add that of a n%z’angle. A triangle on a vertex set V 
is any subset of V consisting of three distinct members. For each vertex u of the 
triangle {u, 21, w) the remaining vertices v, w define the side (v, w) opposite U. 
In graph theory a vertex and an edge are said to be incident with each other if, 
in our formulation,, the vertex is a member of the edge. We extend this terminol- 
ogy to say that a vertex and a triangle are incident if the vertex is a member of the 
triangle, and that an edge and triangle 8re incident if the edge is a subset of the 
triangle. Two vertices are said to be a&cent if they are members of the same 
edge. 
Definition. A deltaheboot is an ordered triple (V, E, T) subject to the axioms: 
Al. (V, E) is a connectelf graph with more than 1 vertex; 
62. T is a set of trian,gles (referred to simply as “triangles” for a given 
deltahedron); 
83. If (u, v, W}E T, then (u, u), {v, w), {u, W}E E; 
A4. If {u, V)E E there are exactly two members of T incident with {u, v); 
AS. If u E V, then the vertices adjacent to u may be labelled wl, w2, . . ,, , wk SO 
that the triangles incident with u are {u, wl, w;?), (u, w2, w3}, . . . , {u, ‘it+_ IA?,); 
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A6. Each simple closed polygon P of (V, E) determines a partition of T into 
two disjoint non-empty sets, called caps, such that 
(a) the two triangles incident with an edge of P are in different caps, and 
(b) two triangles incident with a common edge not in P are in the same cap. 
&ioms A 1 to A5 imply th;at (V, E, T) is a combinatorial version of a triangulated 
surface (simplicial compVlex of pure dimension 2). Axiom A6 is equivalent to the 
Jordan curve theorem and therlefore implies that the surface is a triangulated 
sphere. For further information in this direction consult, for example Gibliin 131 or 
Hocking and Young 141. 
The iollowing lemma shows that A6 does not suffer from the possibility of a 
conflict of conditions (a) and (b). 
ILeuma. Two distinct triangles 
incident to both of them. 
in a deltahedron do not have more tharl one edge 
f. Suppose two triangles have the edge {u, v} in common. Then we may write 
the triangles as {u, U, w}, {u, u, x}. If w f x the other edges of each are not incident 
with the other. But if w = x the triangles are not distinct. 
The following two special deltalredra will be of value to us. 
A tetruhedrolz is a deltahledron with foul vertices, every two of which are joined 
by an edge, and every three of which determine a triangle. We thus have 
V = Ia, b, c, dl, 
E = {{a, bh ia. 4, {a, dl, {b, cl {b, 4 k, d}), 
T = Ha, b, cl, Ia, b, dl, (a, c, d) (b, c, 4). 
The regular octahedron can be expressed as a deltahedron with 
V = ia, h c, 4 e, fl, 
E = k bl-{~, 4, b, 4, {a, 4, {b, cl, {c, d), 
14 4, k bL {b, fh k, f), 14 fl, k fk 
T = Ifa, b, 4, (a, c, 4, b, d, 4, {a, e,b), 
{b, c, f), k d, f), id, e, fh k b, fll 
The following theorems may be proved simply. 
Theorem 1. Each vertex o;F a deltahedron is incident with at least three edges of the 
deltahedroq. 
Roof. As there is more than one vertex and (v, El 
must be incident with some edge (u, u). That edge, 
connected, each vertex 1% 
r A4, is incident with two 
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triangles (w, II, w) and {u, v, x), which contribute respectively the edges {u, w) and 
{u, x} incident with u. 
Theorem 2. Eacrh vertex 51 a deltahedron is incident with the same number of edges 
as triangles. 
Proof. Let u be the vertex. Then by A5 the triangles are {u, wIr w2), 
(u, w2, WI, * * * 14 WC, %~~ k in number. By A3 the edges (u, wl}, 
1% w21, - * . {u, w,J, also k in number, are incident with u. If {u, x) is any edge 
incident with u, then there are two triangles incident with that edge, akld each 
incident with u. Thus there are no edges other than {u, w,), . . . , {u, wk} incident 
with u. 
De6nftion. The 
that vertex. 
number of edges incident with a given vertex is’ the valency Of 
Theorem 3. Every deltahedron with four triangles is a tetrahedron, and every other 
deltahedron has more than four triangles. 
(Note that we did not define “tetrahedron” to be synonymous with “deltahedrcbn 
with four triangles”). 
Proof. Let {a, b, i ~1 be a triangle in a deltahedron. Then A3 implies edges 
{a, b), {b, c), (c, a), belong to E and each edge must, by 84, belong to another 
triangle also, and these four triangles must be distinct. If the third vertices in the 
three triangles are the same, the deltahedron is a tetrahedron, otherwise there 
must be more edges. 
Theorem 4. If (V, E, T) is a deltahedron in which there are two adjacent vertices of 
valency 3, then (V, E, ‘I’) is a tetrahedron. 
Proof. We note tist that in a tetrahedron all four vertices are of valency 3. 
Now suppose that ec and v are two adjacent vertices of valency 3 in (V, E, T). 
Then {u, V)E E and there are two triangles (u, v, r), (u, v, s} incident with this 
edge. Thus the edges incident with u are {u, v}, {u, r}, (u, s) by application of A3 to 
these triangles. 
Theorem 2 shows that u is incident with three triangles, of which (u, v, r} and 
{u, v, s} are two. The other cannot involve any vertex outside the set {u, r, s} for 
that would make another edge incident with u. Hence the remaining triangle is 
{LJ, r, s). Similarly the other triangle incidenlt with t‘ is {v, r, s}. The four triangles 
named and the edges and vertices incident with them form a tetrahedron. 
It remains to show that we have listed the whole of (V, E, T). Suppose that we 
have not done so. Without more vertices it is impossible to define any more edges 
or triangles, so there must be another vertex, x say. For (V, E) to be connected, it 
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must be possible to join x to the vertices already known by a sequence of vertices 
and edlges. This will make one of’ {u, u, r, s) adjacent to a fifth vertex y. As all 
vertices adjacent to u and1 o are accounted for, y must be adjacent to r or s; 
suprmse r. 
We have already listed {r, ll,vh b, t.44, Ir, s, 4 as incident with r, and 
each pair of these must be consecutive in the rinp, of triangles required by AS. This 
will be impossible if r is incident with any more tiangles, as it must be if there is 
another vetiex y adjacent to ‘% Hence there is no such y, and so no x. The 
tetrahedron is the whole of the deltahedron. 
Theorem 5 below is the basis of the construction operation by which a 
deltahedron can be built up. It m_ay be described as inserting a new vertex u into a 
tniangk: {a, E, c), joining u to each of Q, b. c atd replacing (a, b, c} by the three 
new triangles so formed. This is shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. L. The operation of Theorem 5. 
eorem 5. I” (V, E, T) is a deltahedron such that u 6 V and (a, b, c} E T, and if 
V’= VU(u), 
E’ = E U {{a, 4, lb, 4, k, ~41, 
T’ = (T\&, b, 41) U {{a, b, 4, {b, c, 4, Ia, c, 41 
then (V’, E”, T’) is a delttzhedron. 
(X\Y is ihe set complment: X\Y={x: XEX and x$ Y)). 
Proof. By checking that if (V, E, T) satisfies Al-6 so does (V’, E’, T’). 
Given an initial tetrahedron we can successively insert vertices as described in 
Theorem 5 and so ouild up many deltahedra, which we call constructible 
deltahedra. However, it is evident that not all deltahedra can be built up in this 
way, for every constructible deltahedron has at least one vertex of valency 3, 
namely the last vertex to be inserted. On the (other hand in the regular octahedron 
there is no vertex of vakncy 3. Therefore the regular octahedron 
constructed by repeated application of the operation of Theorem 5. 
cannot be 
Just as we add new vertices in Theorem 5, so we can remove vertices of valency 
3, if there are any, from a deltahedron which is not a tetrahedron, and the 
structure remaink:?, wii: still be a deltahedron. This is proven in Theorem 6. 
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Theorem 6. Let (V, E, T) be a deltahedron other than a tequhedron, with a W-:ex 
u of valency 3, incident with edges {u, a), {u, b), (u, c). If 
V’ = V\,(u), 
E’ = E \I& 4, k, b), 1~ 41, 
T’ = (T\{{u, a, b), 1~ b, 4, [u, c, 4) Wa, b, ~11, 
then (V’, E’, T’) is a deltahedron. 
Proof. The triangles incident with {u, a), {u, b), {u, c} are {u, a, b}, {u, b, c), 
{u, c, a), so these are members of T. Since u has valency 3 and (V, E, T) 
is not a tetrahedron, none of Q, b, c has valency 3 by Theorem 4. Thus 
{a, b, c) is not a member of T and each of a, b, c will be incident with at ieast 
three edges and three triangles in (V’, E’, T’). 
The next two theorems and the lemma are concerned with the replacement of one 
edge of a deltahedron by another. 
Theorem 1. Let (V, E, T) be a deltahedron with (a, b, c}, (a, b, d)E T. If (c, d}$ E 
and 
E’ = (E \ {{a, bI1) U k dH, 
T’ = (T\ {(a, b, 4, Ia, b, dH) U {{a, c, d), {b, c, dH 
then (V, E’, T’) is a dekzhedron. 
Proof. By checking that if (V, E, 7’) satisfies Al-6 so does (V, E’, T’). 
The operation defined by Theorem 7 may be described intuitively as deleting 
one diagonal of the quadrilateral with verti~ces a,b, c, d and insertilg rhe other. 
The operation is shown in Fig. 3. The shaded regions in Figs. 3, 4, 5 represent 
regions which may either be triangles or may contain further vertices and edges 
dividing them into further triangles. 
Fig. 3. The operation of Theorern 7, (a operation: first case) 
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At first sight it may appear that the rssumption in the Theorem 7 that {c, d) 6 E 
is unnecessary, that if {a, b, c) and (a, b, d) are triangles then, except for the 
special case of the tetrahedron, it is impossible for (c, d} to be an edge. But Fig. 4 
shows a deltahedron with triangles {a, b, c}, and (a, b, d) ancl both edges {a, b} and 
(6, d}, the latter appearing 21s a diagonal of the quadrilateral with vertices c, e, d, f. 
If we wish to replace {a, b} by {c, d]- then we must also replace {c, d} by {e, fl and 
amend the list of triangles correspondingly. As Theorem 8 will show it is now 
impossible for (e, f) to appear as the diagonal of yet another quadrilateral. We are 
therefore spared the possibility of a lo;lg chain of such substitutions and the risk 
thst the chain might be closed, ending in the restoration of {cz, b}. Before proving 
Theorem 8 it is advantageous to obtain a consequence of .A& 
Lemma. Suppose that P is a simple closed polygon and that u is a vertex nof in P. 
?Flen ail the triangles incident with u are in the same cap relative to P. 
roof. The triangles incident with w are {u, wl, wz}, {u, w2, wg), . . . , {u, wk, w,} 
and the corresponding edges between successive triangles are { r.4, w,}, 
{u. w,). . . . 1 {u, wk}. As u is not a vertex of P, none of these edges is in P. Hence 
{u. wl, w,~) is in the same cap as {u, w2, wj), which is in the same cap as 
(a. w3r w,], - - - , which is in the same cap as {u, wk, wl}. 
eorem 8. Let (V, E, 7’) be a deitahedron with {a, b, c;, (a, b, d), {c, d, e] awd 
{c. d. fl E 7’. Then {e, f) $ E unless (V, E, ‘If) is a tetrahedron, and if 
E’=(E\Ha, bW4e,fll 
T’ = (T\{(a, b, 4, (a, b, dl, k, d, el, {c, d, fll) 
U {{a, c, dl, lb, c, dl, k e, fl, Id, e, fl}, 
then (V, E’, T’) is a deltahedron. 
Proof. The crux of the proof is in showing that {e, f)$ E. If this is so, it is not 
difficult to verify that Al-6 hold. 
Chse 1. a, b, e, f all different. The diagram in Fig. 4 may aid the understanding 
of tljile following proof. 
Fig. 4. The operation of Theorem 8, (a operation: second case) where a # e, a it f. 
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From the given triangles it follows that (a, dj, {d, c}, (c, a) belong to E. We 
construct a simple closed polygon P from these edges and the corresponding 
vertices (a, d, c). By A6 the triangles are partitioned by P into two cxps. Let T, be 
the cap to which {c, d, e) belongs, and T2 the other. As (c, d) is an edge of P and 
is the edge common to {c, d, e) and (c, d, fl, the latter triangle is in T,. Thus evxy 
triangle incident with e is in T1 and every triangle incident with f is in Tz. If {e, f) 
is an edge in E it is incident with two triangles, which by virtue of being incident 
with e must be in ‘p;, and by virtue of being incident with f must be in T2. This 
contradiction shows that (e, f} $ E. 
. . 
Fig. 5. The operation of Theorem 8, (ar operaion: second case) where a = e. 
Case 2. One of a, b is coincident with one of e, fi For convenience suppose 
LI = e. The situation is then as shown in Fig. 5.. The other versions of this case may 
be obtained by systematic relabelling of the vertices in this figure. This time we 
choose the simple closed polygon P with 
W = {b, d, c), F = Hb, dl, (d, 4, k dll. 
Thus (a, c, d} and {c, d, f) must be in different caps: all triangles incident with a 
are in one cap and all triangles incident with f are in the other. As in Case 1, 
{e, fl E E yields a contradiction. 
Case 3. (a, b} = {e, fl. Either identification means that the four listed triangles 
form the triangles of the tetrahedron on V= {a, b, c, d), so this is the whole 
deltahedron. In this case checking the effects of the operation we find that in fact 
E’ = E and T’ = T. Hence the new triple (V, E’, T’) is certainly a deltahedl on. 
The tcamsfornoatfoe of delta&ha 
In this section we begin by defining two operations on deltahedra. The main 
result (Theorem 11) is that it is possible to convert any deltahedron into any other 
with the same number of vertices using only a sequence of these operations. 
Suppose A is any delhahedron with more tlhan four vertices. If e = {a, b} is any 
edge of A, then it lies in two incident triangles {Q, b, d} and (a, 5, cl and we may 
define a new deltahedron A’ on the same vertices by the action of the operations 
of Theorem 7 or Theorem 8, whichever case applies to e. These two cases are 
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exhaustive because either -(c, d}e E (in terms of the statement of Theorem 7) in 
which case operation a is defined as in Theorem 7, or {c, d] E E in which case 
operation a is defined as in Theorem 8. We write 
A’ = a(A, e). 
Consider&ion of Theorems 7 and 8 show that if e’ is the new edge in A’ which 
replaces e, tlnen 
A = a(A’, e3. 
The a operation is therefore invertible. 
The Q operation is shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. 
Suppose again that A is any dcltahedron with more tihan four vertices. We 
define @ operations on A by a combination of Theorems 5 and 6. If u is a vertex 
of degree 3 in A and t a triangle: of A we remove u by Theorem 6 and insert it 
into t by Theorem 5. Thus we write the new delrahedron as 
A’= @(A, u, t). 
If t’ IS the triangle in A’ formed when u was removed, then also 
A = @(A’, u, t’). 
So the /3 operation is also invertible. 
The fiI operation is shown in Fig. 6 where 14 is the vertex transferred, being 
inserted in triangle {a, b, c}. To prepare for Theorem 13 we need two further 
theorems. 
Fig. 6. The 0 operation. 
Tbmrecn 9. Let A = (V, E, 7’) be a deltahedron with at least five vertices. Let a E V 
and let rz have uaIency u > 3. Then if (a, b)E E, a has valency II- 1 in a(A, (a, b}). 
PJW& IBy a(A, {a, b)), the edlge {a, b} is replaced. If Theorem 7 applies the new 
edge is certainly not incident with a. On the other hand if Theorem 8 applies 
there is a risk that the new edge is also incident with a. However, this happens 
only :c, in terms of Theorem II, a coincides with e or f. But this can only happen if 
a has valency 3, contrary to assumption. Thus in neither case is the new edge 
imcidenlt with CL. Hence in a (A, {a, b}), a has valency u - 1. 
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Theorem 10. Let A = (V, E, 27 be a deltahedron. Let a E V be a vertex of A. 7’hen 
by a sequence of (Y operations, A can be transformed into a deltahedron in which a 
has valency 3. 
Mf. If Q has valency 3, there is nothing to be done. 0:herwise a has valency 
t) > 3, and this valency can be reduced to 3 by (U - 3) applkltions of the operation 
described by Theorem 9. 
The!orem 11. Let A = (V, E, IT3 and A’= (V’,, E’, ,T’> be deltuhedru with V = V’. 
Then there exists a finite sequence of operations, each of type a! or type p which 
transforms A into A’. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of V. If IV1 = 4, then A =A’ 
and there is an empty sequence of operations. 
Otherwise, suppose that such a sequence exists for every pair of deltahedra on 
the same k * 4 vertices. 
Suppose that A and A’ have k + 1 \,ertices. Choose any vertex ~1 of A. II&en by 
Theorem 10 we can by a sequence of cx operations transform A to a deltahedron 
A0 in which a has valency 3. Similarly, by a sequence of (Y operations we 
transform A’ to A, in which a again has valency 3. 
Suppose that in A0 the vertices adjacent to a are b, c, d. By Theorerl 6 we 
remove a and its incident edges and triangles and insert {b, c, d}. Let the 
deltahedron so formed be r, and let t0 = {b, c, d). In the same way we winove a 
from AU to form &, and replace a and its incident edges by triangle t,. (V is the 
vertex set of A, do, A, and A’.) 
If IV\ = 5, then r0 and f, are deltahedra on the same four vertices, so F, = S,. 
Hence do= A, or A, can be obtained by a single operation A,. either 
A0 transformed A,,, a empty) of 
We therefore that I I’1 > 5. By the induction hypothesis there is a 
sequence of deltahedra. 
r(), r1,. . . , r, = r, 
in which each is transformed 
sequence of deltahedra 
into the next by an ar or /3 operation. We define a 
4, A 2,. . . , b-1 
where di is formed from ri by inserting a into) al triangle Si, which will be defined 
below. We then prove that Ai can be converted to Ai+,, for 0~ i s n - 2, by a 
sequence of (Y or p operations. 
As lVl>5 each ri his at least five vertices and. therefore mCre than four 
triangles. If ri+l= cuCri, e$“5) either two or four triangles of Fi do not appear in ly+,. 
Let si be any other triangle of Ti. 
If ri+* = @(ri, b, tq), then c has four triangles not in ri’i+l. LRt si be any other 
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triangle of I’i. In either case Ai (i a 1) is formed from ri by inserting a into Si. 
Then for 0 s i s n -2 we perform the same operation on Ai as on G, and theri 
move a from Si t0 Si+, is necessary by a 0 operation. That is: 
If ri+i=acu(&,ai) and Si+l=Si, then Ai+l=a(Ai,ei). 
If F,+l= a(&, q) and Si+l Z si. then-d,, I= P(a(Ai, ei), Q, Si+l). 
If C+, = p(.c, L:, 4) and Si+l = St, theA Ai+, = @(A,, b, 4). 
3f r,+, = p(c, b, U) and si+l f si, then Ai+l= p(p(Ai, b, h), a, Si+l). 
A,, is transformed into Al as follows. We define an intermediate deltahedron 
Ate,, which corre: ponds to r,, but in which a is inserted in so instead of in to. Then 
if t,, = so, A,,,, = AO, while if to # so, do0 = p(A,, a, so). A1 is then obtained from do0 
by the rules above expressing Ai+, in terms of Ai. 
A,, _ , is transformed into A, as follows. Suppose A,_l has been created from 
A, _? and a is in s,,_, . Now s, is not defined by the above. Hence define 
S” = r,. 
Then A,_, is converteNd to an intermediate deltahedron A,, by the same operation 
as transforms r, E into r,. Next A,,,, is converted into A,(= A,) by transferring a 
from s, _ , to s, (= r,,,) by a p operation. (If s, -, = f, there is no need for A,,,, and 
the same operation that transformed F”-, to r, will convert A,_, to A,.) 
Hence a sequence S, of a operations transforms A to do. Another sequence Sz 
of a and f3 operations transforms A0 to A,_1. .A third sequence, S3 transforms 
A,, ~, to A,. As a sequence Si of ‘a operations transforms A’ to A, the serluence S, 
consisting of their inverses in the reverse order transforms A, to A’. Hence S1 
folldwed by Sz, followed by S3 followed by S, transforms A into A’. We could 
even use this theorem to give an upper bound, (which may be grossly inefficient), 
on t:?e number of steps required. 
Theorem 12. Let A = ( V, E, T) be a deltahedron with 1 VI = U, IE I= e, I TI = t. Then 
(a) e = 3u -6, 
(b) t=2u-4, 
(c) u-e+t=2. 
Proof. (i) When 21 = 4, A is a ktrahedron, e = 6 and t =4. 
(ii) If A is obtained from a tetrahedron by a sequence of operations of adding a 
wrrtex as in Theorem 5, each step adds 1 to u, 3 to e and 2 to t 
(iii) If A is any deltalnedron it can be transformed by a sequence of a and @l 
operations (which do not affec; U, e, t)~ to a deltahedron constructible as in (ii). 
Hence as (a)* (b) and (c) hold for tetrdhedra they hold for all deltahedra. This 
result shows, in conjunction with the axioms, that any deltahedron i: topologically 
3 sphere. 
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Further problem? 
Theorem 12 derives standard results, and we could now go on to prove other 
well-known theorems about deltahedra, but there would be more interest in 
developing further the consequences of our constructions. 
The operation of Theorem 5 creates triplets of edges {a, b), {b, c}, (c, al) which 
do not define triangles. Theorem 6 can be treated as a special case of the 
operation of cutting a deltahedron in two parts, the two caps defineci by a cycle of 
three edges, and sealing the cut faces with triangle {a, b, c} in each case. In the 
case of Theorem 6, one of these deltahedra is a tetrahedron. It seems clear that 
any deltahedron with such triplets can be repeatedly cut up into smaller delta- 
hedra without such triplets. Call any deltahedron without triplets of edges which 
do not define triangles indecomposable. 
Then we conjecture: 
Conjecture 1. Every 
able deltahedra. 
deltahedron can be decomposed uniquely into indecompos- 
The deltahedra which can be constructed by a sequence of applic.ations of 
Theorem 5 are precisely those which can be completely decomposed rnto tet- 
rahedra. 
We have shown that any deltahedron can be transformed to any other deltahed- 
ron on the same vertices by a sequence of cy and p operations. 
Conjecture 2. If A = (V, E, 2) and A’ = (V’., E’, T’) are deltahe +a wifh V = V’, 
then A can be transformed to A’ by a sequence of cy operations only. 
Our experimental evidence strongly inclines us to support this conjecture which 
would make the B operation redundant. We can describe informally a process 
which we believe will always work but a general proof is thus far elusive., It also 
seems that the necessary descriptions are mlore involved than those required for 
Theorem 11. 
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